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B B C Northern Ireland Learning One Potato,Two Potato Spring 2003

Programme 9
story: Liz Weir
story: Bernagh Brims

 Rounding off this term’s theme on growth and growing things and looking back at some of the  

 topics covered, illustrating some with a poem or song.

Poems
     The Donkey

     I saw a donkey

     One day old,

     His head was too big

     For his neck to hold;

     His legs were shaky

     And long and loose,

     They rocked and staggered

     And weren’t much use.

     He tried to gambol

     And frisk a bit,

     But he wasn’t quite sure

     Of the trick of it.

     His queer little coat

     Was soft and grey,

     And curled at his neck

     In a lovely way.

        (anon)

 

     Fractions

     How much of a giraffe

     Is neck?

     I’ve heard

     Some say a third.

     It might be hard to check,

     But I’d say

     At least one half

     Of a giraffe

     Is neck.

        Sam McBratney

Story

 Long, long ago, the very fi rst rabbit had tiny little ears like a hamster and a big long bushy tail  

 like a fox.  He was a very proud creature who hopped through the forest making fun of any  

 animal whose tail was smaller than his… 

18 March
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Song  

  There’s a Hole in the Bottom of the Sea  

               George Dewey
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verse 1   There’s a hole in the bottom of the sea.

    There’s a hole in the bottom of the sea.

    There’s a hole

    There’s a hole

    There’s a hole in the bottom of the sea

verse 2   There’s a log in the hole in the bottom of the sea.

    There’s a log in the hole in the bottom of the sea.

    There’s a log

    There’s a log

    There’s a log in the hole in the bottom of the sea

verse 3   There’s a branch on the log in the hole in the bottom of the sea, etc….

verse 4   There’s a bump on the branch on the log in the hole in the bottom of the  

    sea, etc….

verse 5   There’s a frog on the bump on the branch on the log in the hole in the

    bottom of the sea, etc….

verse 6   So lets -

    Chase the frog

    Flatten the bump

    And break the branch

    Burn the log

    And fi ll the hole

    In the bottom of the sea -

    Cause we need it like a hole in the sea -

    In the sea,

    In the sea, SEA!

 words for discussion:- root; shoot; gambol and frisk (baby donkey); tiresome (the rabbit); a  

 feeble voice; powder puff tail (rabbit’s)

After the programme

-   Look around and discuss all the things the class can see growing now.  (plants, trees 

     outside, seeds sprouting, tadpoles - themselves?)

-   Recap any of the topics looked at earlier in the term e.g. growth of plants, baby animals, 

     growing up, things we fi nd high up, low down or that stretch.  (Suggestions for follow-up

     work listed under each programme).
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Cross-Curricular Links

The Rabbit's Tale One Potato, Two Potato Spring 2003

ART

- collage

- hand and finger

prints

ENGLISH

- discussion

- story comprehension

- language development

- poetry

MATHS

- data

- charts

MUSIC

- joining in songs

GEOGRAPHY

- local plants

- environments

- features of landscapes

Programme 9: The Rabbit's Tale (revision)

HISTORY

- time lines

- ourselves


